Behavior Training and the E-Collar.
I have the tool to successfully train your
dog’s behavior. I have the ability to give
every dog a fair shot at a happy life. I
have the ability to give you and your
family the opportunity to enjoy your dog
to the fullest.
Let’s state the obvious… We do not live
in prehistoric times… We no longer live
to hunt, hunt to kill and kill to eat. We
have evolved into rational human beings
(most of us at least) with compassion,
values and common sense. We converse
with others in order to reach understandings… we are civilized human beings.
Dogs, on the other hand, do not.
Humans as well as dogs have the
capacity to change their conduct, mind
set, etc. as a result of external and/or
biological factors. With humans, however,
we abide by a “civilized” set of values
and can control these behaviors. Dogs
cannot.
Though domesticated over many
centuries, dogs were initially bred (with
some exceptions of course) for some sort
of work function including hunting and
killing. These traits are still hard-wired into
their behaviors and we must understand
this in order to better teach, train and live
alongside them and them alongside us!

By knowing a dog’s true nature and tolerance levels, we know what is effective
and/or humane in the proper training of
the animal. For instance, the indispensable E-COLLAR, which stimulates via
vibration. The E-Collar is NOT a shock
collar!!! The E-Collar has helped to save
the lives of countless dogs and it is imperative to state what this collar is and is
not. It is a training tool for mild, moderate
and aggressively behaved dogs. It is not
a tool of torture or punishment.
The truth is that too many dogs have
been put up for adoption and ultimately
put-down because of their owner’s inability to find a suitable solution to their dog’s
behavioral problems. With expert, specialized dog behavior training enhanced
with the use of the E-collar, an owner
can effectively train their dog to become
an integral, serene and enjoyable part of
their family.
Do not give up on your dog! Do not sacrifice his life! I can help to guide your dog
in the proper direction and always keep
this in mind: a suitable dog behaviorist will admit to you as a client when
and if their professional limitations have
been reached and should refer you to a
trainer who can be of assistance to your
situation. Never forget… there is always
hope… and happiness.
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